Want to See more?

NEW FOR 2012! QUEST is SDS’s
answer to your record keeping
needs for Qualification and
Operational Testing. Use QUEST to
keep track of what your personnel
are qualified to do and when they
need to recertify. The system is set
up to create reports showing what
tests have been done, and who has
been administering the tests.

What makes
SDS
Different?
We are short line railroaders, and
we use our own products everyday.
Product development comes from
experience and need, rather than
hypothesis and opinion.
 All of our products are Microsoft
AccessTM based. All of your data is
on your computers, and constant
web access is not needed. Also,
your data can be output into
formats that you can use without
special report software.
 We customize our systems to how
you railroad. You don’t have to
customize your operations to our
systems.


Contact SDS at the address below.
We will be happy to arrange an
online demonstration of any of our
products, and answer any questions
you might have. We can also come
out to your site to meet with you and
your personnel to demonstrate any
or all of our products.

At SDS, running a small
railroad is made easier with
tools customized to how
you do business.

With the Rail Operations and
Customer Service system (ROCS)
your railroad has all of the tools it
needs to do business in one feature
packed package. EDI, event reporting,
shipment tracking, switch and junction
settlement reports, car hire, and
demurrage are all included for one
price, and SDS customizes the system
to how you railroad. There are a ton
of built in reports in ROCS that cover
all aspects of your business, and if you
need a new report, you won’t have to
break the bank, as most new reports
are included with your monthly
maintenance.
ROCSMoblie is the on board
computing version of ROCS. This
system is designed to be used with a
tablet or notebook PC by train crews,
and many of the data entry functions
of ROCS have been redesigned with
the train crew in mind.

The Hours Of Service System (HOSS) is SDS’s
answer to the record keeping requirements of the
HOS laws. This system keeps track of time
worked and rest for all of your covered
employees, and also warns you in advance of your
employees crossing any of the days or hours
worked restrictions. Sign-off reports for FRA
purposes are also included. Another advantage of
HOSS is that it comes for one flat monthly price no matter the number of employees you have in
the system.

ROCSDispatch is SDS’s short line dispatching
system. The system is available for both NORAC
and GCOR railroads, and like all of SDS’s
products, we customize the system to how your
railroad operates. The system will keep track of
all track occupancies and out of service tracks, and
can issue Track Warrants/Form Ds and all other
documents as needed. The system also retains all
records for as long as necessary and creates a
paper sign-off summary for your dispatchers.

The Passenger Excursion Ticketing
Railroad Operations and Customer
Service (PET ROCS) system is
designed to make the problem of
passenger ticket sales for a railroad a
lot easier. This system keeps track
of sales and prints tickets, and will
also allow you to keep track of other
sales and needs, like tour packages,
souvenir shop sales, and catering.
TRACCURATE is SDS’s low cost AEI
tag reading system. Compatible with
all traffic management systems, the
TRACCURATE system takes the SLT
-100 AEI tag reader and the
ROCSScan software to create an
easy to use tag reading solution for
railroads big and small. The reader is
designed to be AC or solar powered,
and multiple forms of communication
for the reader are available.

